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Whilst 2020 was for Contship Italia a year of industrial reconversion and reorganisation, 
with a new cohesive governance ready to seize opportunities and demonstrate new 
dynamism even in the midst of a pandemic emergency, 2021 was instead the year, on the 
one hand, of the expansion and growth of the Group’s presence in the Mediterranean, and 
on the other of the consolidation of the land side, which obtained important certifications 
on the themes of sustainability and social and ethical responsibility.

2021 was the year of a strong internationalisation drive for Contship Italia: the new Tanger 
Alliance terminal (TC3) became operational. The terminal will be added to the already 
existing Tanger TC2, following the concession agreement obtained by Eurogate in the 
Moroccan port.

This operation makes the Group even stronger and more competitive on the Mediterranean 
and for the development of import/export trade from Morocco. The Terminal is located 
within the Tanger Med I port area, a major Western Mediterranean transhipment hub, 
strategically positioned close to the Strait of Gibraltar, within a special economic zone, 
east of the city of Tangier.

The Tanger Alliance Container Terminal, operating from January 2021, has an 800 m long 
quay, an operational area of 360,000 m² and 18 m water depth, with 8 Super Post Panamax 
quay cranes (25 rows) with a capacity of 65t, 22 RTGs, 40 trucks and 4 reach stackers. 
Tanger Alliance is ready to operate the latest generation of container ships, offering high 
productivity and a handling capacity of 1.5 million TEU.

On the land side, however, 2021 marked a significant turning point on the Group’s 
sustainability issues.

Hannibal, the intermodal operator of Contship Italia, has been awarded the important 
Silver Medal 2021certification by EcoVadis on environment, labour practices and human 
rights, ethics and sustainable procurement.

The area of analysis with the highest score was Ethics, the strongest point of which was 
audits of internal procedures. As regards the environment, actions to reduce energy 
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions were particularly appreciated. In the area 
of Labour Practices and Human Rights, the provision of protective equipment to all 
employees was particularly noted. Lastly, in terms of Sustainable Procurement, the main 
point of interest was the existence of sustainable procurement policies and the responsible 
choice of suppliers and processes.

Contship Italia thus once again confirms its position as a leader in the European maritime 
container terminal and intermodal transport market, continuing to get involved in order 
to grow and offer valuable services in an increasingly sustainable perspective.

Alfredo Scalisi
CEO LSCT

Matthieu Gasselin
CEO Sogemar

Letter to stakeholders
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This fifth edition of Contship’s Sustainability Report reports on the Group’s 
performance in the areas of economic, environmental and social sustainability 
for 2021. As in past editions, the reference standards used are those of the Global 
Reporting Initiative (application level ‘CORE’) and follow the basic principles of 
balance, comparability, accuracy, clarity, timeliness and reliability.
The document consists of three main parts: the chapter ‘About Us’ provides a 
snapshot presentation of the Group through a description of its governance and 
activities. The second chapter ‘Sustainability for Contship’ describes the Group’s 
approach to sustainability, with a focus on issues relevant to the company and its 
stakeholders. The third and final chapter is devoted to the Group’s performance 
in relation to economic, environmental and social aspects.
A correlation table between the contents of the report and the GRI Standards 
performance indicators is given in the appendix.
The general overview of the Group on page 11 and 12 includes all its member 
companies: both those controlled by the holding company CSI and those in which 
the Group has minority interests (Contrepair, Spedemar, Immobiliare Rubiera; 
TCR - Terminal Container Ravenna, SCT - Salerno Container Terminal, EGT - 
Eurogate Tangier, Tanger Alliance).
As regards performance reporting, however, the data presented refer to the 
consolidation perimeter, which only includes subsidiaries: LSCT (La Spezia 
Container Terminal), Sogemar, Hannibal, Oceanogate and RHM (Rail Hub 
Milan), driveMybox, La Spezia Shunting Railways, Industriale Canaletto, Porto 
Industriale Cagliari (in liquidation).

METHODOLOGICAL 
NOTE



ABOUT US





The Contship Italia Group is led by Cecilia 
Eckelmann-Battistello and is part of the 
Eurokai Group, the largest independent 
terminal operator in Europe.
 
Contship Italia S.p.A. is the holding 
company of the Contship Italia Group. It 
is based in Melzo (Milan) and centrally 
manages the corporate functions, 
strategic planning and co-ordination 

of the operational activities of all its 
subsidiaries.

Thanks to its network of maritime 
terminals and solutions for logistics 
and intermodality, the Group offers 
integrated services to the most 
important national and European 
economic areas.

8

66.6% 50%

33.4%

THE CONTSHIP GROUP

About us
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LA SPEZIA 
LSCT (La Spezia Container Terminal) is the Contship Group’s Container 
Gateway Terminal in La Spezia. This is Contship’s main container terminal 
in the country, playing a strategic role in the Group’s future development 
objectives. At the La Spezia terminal, major investments are underway 
to increase handling capacity and the share of rail transport, as well as to 
accommodate new-generation, larger-tonnage ships.

TANGIER
Around 15 years after the concession agreement for Eurogate Tanger (TC2) 
was announced, the new Tanger Alliance terminal (TC3) at Tanger Med 2 
started commercial operations in January 2021, deploying eight state-of-the-
art quay cranes on 800 metres of quay and offering a yard area of 360,000m2. 
Once the start-up phase is completed, the terminal’s handling capacity will 
be 1.5 million TEU.

RAVENNA
TCR (Terminal Container Ravenna) is the Group’s gateway on the Adriatic 
Sea. Besides connecting local and regional markets, such as those in the 
eastern Mediterranean and northern Europe, goods to and from TCR are 
shipped to the US, the Indian sub-continent, China and South Asia. In 
recent years, the terminal has developed its role as a strategic partner for 
companies in the chemical and oil & gas sectors, providing an efficient 
distribution base for central and northern European countries.

SALERNO 
SCT (Salerno Container Terminal), located south of the Gulf of Naples, 
offers access to regional markets for imported goods and an outlet to global 
markets for Italian export products.

MARITIME 
TERMINALS



About us

Intermodality is one of the most effective solutions in terms of  
environmentally sustainable logistics, economically and socially, thanks to 
the intelligent combination of road-rail and the use of road haulage only for 
the first and last mile of the transport chain.

In recent years, the intermodal sector of the Contship Italia Group has 
undergone considerable development. Melzo (Milan) is located at the 
centre of Contship’s intermodal network and is a key component of the 
‘Southern Gateway’ option, the logistics corridor linking maritime and 
land terminals with major markets in Italy and Central and Southern 
Europe. Rail Hub Milano, Hannibal and the rail traction services provided 
by Oceanogate Italia represent a unique, integrated and independent offer, 
capable of supporting customers in enhancing their business proposition 
with increasingly sustainable transport solutions.

SOGEMAR
Sogemar is the logistics-intermodal and customs arm of the Group. Reshoring 
programmes and the evolution of supply and demand in containerised 
maritime transport are evolving rapidly, and Sogemar is adapting its strategy 
to consolidate its leading position in maritime intermodal activities and to 
expand its rail offer on a continental level.

RAIL HUB MILAN
RHM, the most advanced private intermodal hub in Italy, achieved in 2019 
the target of a 50-50 split of handling operations between maritime and 
mainland traffic (carried out using swap bodies, 45-foot intermodal units 
and semi-trailers) and established itself as the first reliable Italian rail 
platform for China’s new ‘Belt-Road Initiative’.

HANNIBAL
Hannibal, the Group’s multimodal transport operator, operates more 
than 60 trains a week connecting Genoa, La Spezia and Ravenna with 
Melzo, Dinazzano and Padua, and looks to new landlocked markets such as 
Switzerland, southern Germany and Austria.

12
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OCEANOGATE ITALY
Oceanogate Italia is the rail operator of the Contship Group and offers 
reliable, integrated and efficient haulage and shunting services for goods 
trains.

DRIVEMYBOX
It is the only digital platform dedicated to the procurement and monitoring 
of road container transport services. dMb connects all actors involved 
via a single, secure cloud-based platform that combines current logistics 
processes in an intelligent, transparent and reliable way.

LA SPEZIA SHUNTING RAILWAYS
This company was set up in 2013 on the initiative of the then Port Authority of 
La Spezia, which promoted the establishment of the Single Rail Manoeuvre 
Authority to which, in addition to the PA itself, the terminal operators, MTOs 
and railway companies operating in the port of La Spezia - in other words, all 
the key players in La Spezia’s railway scene - immediately adhered.

NETWORK
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About us

The governance of the Group is based on the leadership of two Managing 
Directors of the maritime (LSCT) and intermodal (Sogemar) operating 
companies. The President has no operational role in the Group.  
The governance of the Group is in the hands of the Board of Directors, which 
defines the objectives and programmes to be implemented and verifies the 
compliance of the management results with the general guidelines given.
The oversight of administrative and accounting activities is entrusted to the 
Board of Statutory Auditors, while the Supervisory Board, where present, 
has the task of supervising the operation of and compliance with the 
Organisation, Management and Control Model and of updating it, reporting 
and answering directly to the Board of Directors.

GOVERNANCE

CEO LSCT
Alfredo Scalisi

CEO SOGEMAR
Matthieu Gasselin

Administration, 
Finance & Controlling

Tommaso Ferrario

HR, Development & 
Industrial Relation

Luca Trevisan

ICT
Marco Persi

Procurement & Legal 
Affairs

Giuseppe Fumelli

Key Account Mgnt & 
Marketing

Alfredo Scalisi
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OUR NUMBERS

Contship Italia S.p.A.

Via I Maggio, 1 - Melzo (MI) - Italy

Eurokai 66,6%
Eurogate 33,4%

LSCT S.p.A., Sogemar S.p.A., Hannibal S.p.A., 
Oceanogate S.p.A., RHM S.p.A., driveMybox 
S.r.l., La Spezia Shunting Railways S.p.A., 
Industriale Canaletto S.r.l., Porto Cagliari 
Industriale S.p.A. (in liquidation)

TCR S.p.A., TAT S.p.A., SCT S.p.A., EGT S.p.A.

La Spezia, Ravenna, Salerno, Tangier

Melzo (Milan)

1.746

4.184.191

DENOMINATION 

REGISTERED OFFICE 

PROPRIETARY TRIM 

GROUP COMPANIES 
CONTROLLED BY THE
HOLDING COMPANY

GROUP SUBSIDIARIES

CONTAINER TERMINAL 

RAIL HUB 

EMPLOYEES 

CONTAINERS (TEU)
HANDLED
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TOTAL MOVEMENTS 
2021

The volumes handled in 2021 by the port terminals controlled by the Contship 
Group amounted to 1,263,518 Teus (1,081,071 Teus in 2020). With the Italian 
reference market showing a 5.7% growth over 2020 (from 10,687,000 TEUS 
in 2020 to 11,296,719 TEUS in 2021), the Group maintains a market share of 
around 11.2% in 2021. If we also consider the volumes handled during the 
year by Ravenna and Salerno Container Terminal, of which the subsidiary La 
Spezia Container Terminal holds 30% and 15% respectively and the volumes 
of which, in 2021, amount to approximately 499,729 TEUS, the Contship 
Group’s overall market share rises to approximately 15.6%.
LSCT recorded an increase in container traffic in 2021. compared with 
the previous period. The volumes handled expressed in units amount to 
781,816, compared with 681,897 (+14.7%) in 2020. In terms of TEUS, volumes 
were 182,447 containers (+16.9%) higher than the previous year, going from 
1,081,071 units in 2020 to 1,263,518 units in 2021. Preparatory activities 
continued during the year for the start of the new development plan for the 
port area under concession, which is expected to continue in the coming 
years, in order to expand the Terminal’s production capacity. 
In the land terminals and intermodal transport sector, the economic trend 
in 2021 of Sogemar and its subsidiaries showed an overall improvement over 
the previous year. 

About us
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With reference to the company Hannibal, international services related to 
freight transport from/to Rotterdam achieved satisfactory results despite 
the numerous cancellations of journeys related to services to Northern 
Europe caused by Covid and bad weather; activities related to the objective 
of growth on the international side continued with the launch in January 
of the new Melzo-Rotterdam Botlek service, which increased the share 
of transport to Holland, while the Melzo-Frankendorf service suffered 
competition from the direct service offered by the competitor PSA in 2021. 
As regards the company Oceanogate Italia, the financial year was again 
characterised by the emergency linked to the Covid-19 virus, which had a 
significant impact on the various management and operational aspects of 
the company, causing a decrease in volumes mainly linked to maritime 
traffic.
With reference to the company RHM, there was a decrease in units 
handled of 1.6% mainly due to a significant decrease in volumes at the 
Dinazzano base directly connected to the lost service of the ship AL6 and 
the numerous cancellations that impacted the Melzo terminal also by third 
party customers concerning international voyages cancelled due to Covid 
and force majeure in Northern Europe.

TOTAL MOVEMENTS 
2021

EGT - Eurogate Tangier 1.244.285 TEU 
 
TAT - TC3 933.554 

LSCT - La Spezia Container Terminal 1.263.518 TEU
 
TCR - Terminal Container Ravenna 183.553 TEU
 
SCT - Salerno Container Terminal 309.000 TEU  

Hannibal 250.281 TEU
 
Oceanogate Italia (km /train operated) 767.340
 
Rail Hub Milan - Melzo (IN/OUT trains) 5.272

Rail Hub Milan - Melzo (Intermodal Transport Units) 238.290

Maritime
terminals

Maritime 
Gateways

Intermodal 
Logistics
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Sustainability for Contship me-
ans process efficiency, targeted 
investment in innovation, atten-
tion to resources, not only econo-
mic but also environmental and 
human resources.

Sustainability within Contship Ita-
lia is an inherent part of the Group’s 
mission and DNA and is developed 
along three main axes: territories, 
customers and workers.

The territories in which the Group 
is present are the subject of invest-
ments aimed at business growth, 
maintaining a high focus on the 
impacts generated both locally and 
globally. The environment is an im-
portant focus and the Group’s in-
vestments are aimed at three main 
aspects:CO2emissions, particulate 
emissions, and noise emissions.

The second axis on which Contshi-
p’s sustainability projects move are 
its customers, to whom transport 
and handling solutions with redu-
ced environmental and energy im-
pact are addressed. Intermodality 
is a focal point of Contship’s sustai-
nable logistics development: the in-
disputable environmental advanta-
ge of rail transport is combined with 
the flexibility and capillarity of road 
haulage on short-haul routes. 

Workers represent the third axis, 
transversal to the first two. In this 
case, the aim is to create a healthy 
and sustainable working environ-
ment, with a strong emphasis on 
projects related to safety, positive 
social relations, attention to gender 
balance and work-life balance, im-
proving the quality of life at work.

Sustainability for Contship

SUSTAINABILITY FOR 
CONTSHIP
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OUR FOCUS 

Our commitment to sustainable logistics through innovating goods-
distribution processes in response to ever-changing market demand

Energy efficiency

Monitoring and containing environmental pressures (noise pollution, 
atmospheric emissions, discharges and wastes)

Safeguarding air quality

Partnering with other organisations for continual improvement and to 
promote best practices

Devising and developing projects to benefit communities and the local area

Putting our employees, their families and work-life balance at the heart of 
our company values
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Competitors

Financial 
backers

Customers
Public
bodies

Strategic 
suppliersNGOs

ManagementSuppliers

Media

UnionsEmployees

Trade
associations 

Shareholders

Local
communities

STAKEHOLDERS

Sustainability for Contship
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MATERIALITY MATRIX

IMPORTANCE FOR CONTSHIP
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performance

PROFIT

REVENUES, OPERATING PROFIT AND FINANCIAL DEBT

Net financial debt of  Euro 9.1 million improved compared with 2020 (Euro 5.4 million), mainly due 
to internally generated cash flows.

NET FINANCIAL DEBT UdM 2020 2021

Land Logistics my EUR -13 8

Maritime terminals my EUR -59 -54

Contship Group my EUR -5 9

In 2021, the Group recorded a 48.5% increase in operating profit compared to the previous year. 
This change resulted mainly from the higher operating profitability recorded both in the La Spezia 
Terminal and in the logistics and land terminal activities.

OPERATING EARNINGS UdM 2020 2021

Land Logistics my EUR 0 3

Maritime terminals my EUR 41 61

Contship Group my EUR 42 64

Revenues increased in both the maritime terminal sector and the inland logistics sector. This 
increase was mainly generated by the maritime terminals sector (+23%), whilst the logistics/land 
terminals sector saw an increase of 6%.

REVENUES UdM 2020 2021

Land Logistics my EUR 74 79

Maritime terminals my EUR 136 168

Contship Group my EUR 210 246



DISTRIBUTION OF 
ADDED VALUE 

The values shown reflect the increase in volumes as a result of the economic recovery 
following the pandemic.
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REVENUES
245,8 myEUR

year 2021

SUPPLIERS
-107,0 my EUR

year 2021

DISTRIBUTION OF ADDED VALUE TO STAKEHOLDERS 2021

STAFF

-52,0 my EUR
(wages, social se-
curity contribu-
tions, severance 

pay, benefits)

STATE
AND LOCAL 

BODIES 

-23,8 my EUR
(taxes and

duties)

LENDERS

-3,9 my EUR
(interest

expenses)

SHAREHOLDERS

5,7 my EUR
(dividends)

BUSINESS
SYSTEM 

-18,1 my EUR
(reserves and 
depreciation)

COLLECTIVITY

-1,3 my EUR
(donations, spon-
sorships, projects 

for territories)
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Suppliers play an essential role in 
running the business and in some 
business segments directly affect 
the performance and services 
offered by Group companies. For 
this reason, it is essential to establish 
solid and reliable relationships, 
always keeping market conditions 
and innovation in mind, with a view 
to ensuring a sustainable and quality 
supply.
The selection of suppliers and the 
determination of the conditions for 
the purchase of goods and services 
are made on the basis of objective 
and impartial assessments based 
on quality, price and guarantees 
provided. All suppliers must meet 
the requirements of the regulations 
in force and those defined by each 
company in the group regarding 
Quality, Safety and the Environment.

A Procurement Committee has 
been established for each Group 
company, which meets monthly and 
is responsible for making decisions 
in line with Group procedures. 
The entire procurement process 
is conducted with the intervention 
of several functions, to ensure 
transparency and the prevention of 
crime and abuse.
With regard to strategic purchases 
such as technical equipment, 
the shareholder (Eurokai/
Eurogate) is involved to evaluate 
possible synergies and to ensure a 
coordinated approach. In addition, 
with a view to economies of scale, 
purchases of certain categories of 
goods and services, defined by a 
special Parent Company Committee, 
such as insurance, fuel cards and 
stationery, are centralised.

SUPPLIERS: A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

SUPPLIERS

performance
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Liguria
26,8%

Veneto 5,3%

Overseas 16,1%

Lazio 3,7%

Emilia Romagna 4,3%

Tuscany 1,4%

Piedmont 1,4%

Lombardy 39,8%

Other Regions 1,1%

Number of ancillary employees by sector of activity - TOTAL 949

SUPPLIERS

other 9
internal transport 300

lorry
transport 230

ship handling
244

interchange
43

equipment 
maintenance 46

other 
maintenance 21

security 2
cleaning 30 porterage 24

Expenditure on local suppliers - TOTAL 100%





PLANET
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UdM kW/h GJ 

Diesel 56.961.710 205.062

Total electricity 17.103.042 61.571 

> of which from renewable sources 2.579.746 9.287

> of which from non-renewable sources 14.523.296 52.284

Methane gas (*) 56.158 202

TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION 74.120.910 266.835

(*) methane consumption relates only to the intermodal segment

ENERGY CONSUMPTION in 2021

The Contship Group recognises re-
spect for the environment as an es-
sential value. In fact, we believe that 
it is necessary to develop business 
by creating wealth and well-being 
for stakeholders without neglecting 
the reduction of environmental im-

pacts resulting from our activities 
and the quality of life of the commu-
nities living around our plants. 
We promote actions aimed at im-
proving our environmental perfor-
mance and reducing impacts and 
consumption.

The subject of energy management is fundamental because of its effects on 
the environment and the economic sustainability of the Group.

ENERGY

ENERGY

planet
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Reducing the carbon footprint of 
the Group’s activities is closely 
linked to investments in transport 
quality and best available 
technologies.

The intermodal transport of goods, 

combining different carriers (ship, 
rail, road), optimises the transfer of 
goods, reducing energy consumption 
and CO2 emissions.
Specifically, rail freight transport 
plays a key role in the development 
of sustainable logistics. 

 CO2 equivalent 

Direct emissions (Scope 1) 8.407 t

Indirect emissions (Scope 2) 4.505 t

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

ENERGY PRODUCTION in 2021

 KW/h GJ 

Energy produced (solar) 67.700 244

In order to assess the impact of the Group’s activities from the point of view 
of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere, the main source of direct emissions 
(scope 1) was identified, deriving from the combustion processes of diesel 
fuel to power the vehicles of the various companies. As regards indirect 
emissions (scope 2), electricity consumed was taken into account1.
For the sake of uniformity with previous years, natural gas consumption has 
not been included in the calculation, as it is limited to the land terminals, 
which use it for the canteen service, and offset by the energy provided by the 
1,000 square metres of photovoltaic panels installed in the Melzo logistics 
centre and intermodal terminal, which in 2021 produced over 67 MW/h of 
clean energy.

1 The methodologies used to calculate theCO2 equivalent are different between intermodal companies and 
maritime terminals. For activities in the intermodal segment, the emission factors of the transport sector 
proposed in the ISPRA national inventory were used for direct emissions from diesel consumption, while 
for indirect emissions the energy mix of the electricity supplier was considered. For the LSCT terminal, 
Ferport’s guidelines (which refer to the DEFRA 2017 inventory) were followed, focusing on the estimation of 
emissions in container terminals. 

GREENHOUSE GAS 
EMISSIONS
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planet

  UdM 2020 2021

Intermodal mc/year 5.972 4.766

LSCT Maritime terminal mc/year 13.229 9.841

TOTAL CONSUMPTION mc/year 19.201 14.607

WATER CONSUMPTION  

Compared with the previous year, there was a reduction in consumption both 
in the intermodal sector and at the maritime terminal in La Spezia.

In the La Spezia terminal, waste generation decreased considerably in 2021, 
while there was a slight increase in hazardous waste in the companies of the 
intermodal segment.

 UdM 2020 2021

hazardous non- 
hazardous totals hazardous non- 

hazardous totals

Intermodal Kg 13.700 210.160 223.860 18.537 146.114 164.651

LSCT Maritime
terminal Kg 92.299 1.046.209 1.138.508 57.194 853.847 911.041

TOTAL Kg 105.999 1.256.369 1.362.368 73.731 999.961 1.075.692

WASTE GENERATED 

WATER CONSUMPTION
WASTE GENERATED
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The issue of noise emissions is par-
ticularly important for the maritime 
terminal in La Spezia, due to its loca-
tion close to the city settlement. 
For more than a decade now, LSCT 
has embarked on a programme of 
investment in new equipment, the 
latest in chronological terms being 
the replacement of standard horns 
with white noise horns on the main 
container handling equipment, sy-
stems to monitor and mitigate noi-
se emissions generated by terminal 
activities. A noise emission survey 
is carried out annually around the 

perimeter of the terminal and sound 
barriers are installed around the pe-
rimeter of the operational area. 
LSCT’s commitment is also directed 
at the mitigation of indirect im-
pacts, i.e. those activities that are 
not under the direct control of the 
company: there is active monitoring 
of subcontractors on the installation 
and maintenance of anti-noise de-
vices (silencers on trailers) and the 
study - in collaboration with custo-
mers through the ship’s command - 
to reduce, when possible, the use of 
generators while in port.

NOISE





PEOPLE



Human resources are an indispensable element of a company’s existence. 
The dedication and professionalism of these resources are crucial values and 
conditions to enable us to achieve our business goals.
The Company offers all workers the same professional opportunities, so that 
everyone can enjoy fair treatment based on merit, without any discrimination.
Most of the staff are employed on full-time permanent contracts, with 
different collective agreements depending on the company they belong to 
(CCNL Ports for the maritime terminals, CCNL Autoferrovieri for Oceanogate 
and CCNL Logistica for the other companies).

STAFF BY CLASSIFICATION AND GENDER (data as at 31/12/2021) 

Classification Men Women Total

Executives 11 1 12

Managers 24 3 27

Office employees 261 93 354

Workers 416 3 419

Total 712 100 812

people

AVERAGE AGE AND SENIORITY 

Classification Average age Seniority (average)

Executives 48 6

Managers 58 10

Office employees 47 16

Workers 40 10

Media generale 44 13

STAFF BROKEN DOWN BY COMPANY  (data as at 31/12/2021) 

La Spezia Container Terminal S.p.A. 595

Contship Italia S.p.A. 9

Sogemar S.p.A. 25

Oceanogate S.p.A. 66

Hannibal S.p.A. 41

RHM S.p.A. 72

Industriale Canaletto S.r.l. 1

Drivemybox S.r.l. 0

La Spezia Shunting Railways S.p.A. 3 

TOTAL CONTSHIP ITALIA GROUP 812

Investee companies (TCR Ravenna, SCT Salerno, EGT Tangier, TAT-TC3) 934

Grand total (consolidated + others) 1.746

HUMAN RESOURCES AND 
THE VALUE OF THE PERSON
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Contship Italia’s welfare system 
pursues the objective of developing 
a cohesive and motivated working 
community capable of having a po-
sitive identity, recognised and ap-
preciated in the territory in which 
it operates.
The ‘Staff Service Centre’ has been 
in place since 2008: an office dedi-
cated to the welfare system, which 
manages activities through cen-
tral coordination - to ensure consi-
stency and fairness of actions and 
projects - and local operation, so as 
to intercept the needs and requi-
rements of different realities. The 
Service Centre portal provides ac-
cess to useful documents, services 
and links for work and work-family 
balance. The portal provides ac-
cess to applications for viewing and 
managing holidays, shift changes, 
payroll, CU and access to all welfa-
re services and conventions made 
available by the company. In addi-
tion to computers, the portal can 
be accessed from totems located in 
company premises and from smar-
tphones via a specially developed 

application. 
To facilitate work-family reconcilia-
tion, employees also have access to 
a range of in-house counselling ser-
vices: insurance, banking, tax, etc. 
Qualified staff are available direct-
ly in the company, saving time and 
money through subsidised rates 
and exclusive services for employe-
es and their families.
In order to constantly ensure the 
effectiveness of welfare services, 
tools are also in place to monitor 
and analyse the welfare needs of 
employees and the degree of sa-
tisfaction with existing welfare 
projects.
In the aftermath of the Covid-19 
pandemic, the Group initiated the 
‘Smart Working Project’, which 
provides for the possibility of wor-
king remotely depending on the 
number of infections. This initia-
tive not only safeguards the health 
and safety of employees, but also 
promotes and develops employee 
autonomy, individual responsibility 
and flexibility, resulting in an im-
proved work-life balance.

HUMAN RESOURCES AND 
THE VALUE OF THE PERSON
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people

Workers’ health and safety is a 
fundamental issue for the Group, as 
it is related to the well-being of the 

workforce on the one hand and to the 
quality of the services offered on the 
other.

Indicators 2021  Tassi di infortunio 2021

Average staff 839

Hours worked 1.270.302,40 Incidence rate 2,50%

Percentage of absences 9,81%

Accidents at work 21

Deaths at work 0 Frequency rate 16,53%

Accidents on the way to/from work 6

Near-accident 82

Total days lost due to accidents 765 Severity rate 0,60%

Occupational diseases 0

HEALTH AND SAFETY
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Management Employees Training hours  average 2021

Executives 12 955 80

Managers 27 897 33

Office employees 354 4.014 11

Workers 419 3.785 9

Total 812 9.651 12

Training hours 2021

Promoting and developing the skills 
and competencies of each resource, 
so that the energy and creativity of 
individuals can find full expression 

in the realisation of their potential, 
is an objective we pursue through 
training activities aimed at all staff.

TRAINING
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Contship Italia Group shares social, 
sporting and cultural projects and 
initiatives with local and national 
authorities and institutions. 
The Group’s flagship is the Porto 
Lab project, which targets the 
world of young people with the aim 
of communicating the values of 
port culture and the importance 
of safety in the workplace, turning 
the port and its protagonists into an 
educational opportunity for schools 
in the territories in which it operates. 
Since 2006, the Contship terminals 
in Melzo, La Spezia and Ravenna 
have been opening their doors to 
fourth and fifth grade primary 

school pupils. The playful and 
creative approach was specially 
designed for the project by 
educational consultants and 
promoted by the company’s own 
employees - specially trained - who 
voluntarily accompany the children 
to the terminals.
Terminal visits were also suspended 
in 2021, in line with the provisions for 
safety and containment of Covid-19 
infection. Despite this, initiatives 
for dialogue with the school world 
were promoted, with the hope that 
the project could be restarted in 
presence in the next school year. 

PROJECTS FOR AND 
WITH TERRITORIES
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annex

TABLE OF CORRELATION
WITH GRI STANDARDS

GENERAL INDICATORS GRI Standard Page

Organisation Profile 

Name of organisation 102-1 8

Activities, brands, products and services 102-2 10

Headquarters 102-3 9

Countries in which the organisation operates 102-4 9-13

Proprietary set-up 102-5 8

Markets served 102-6 8-9

Size of the organisation 102-7 15-17

Information on employees and other workers 102-8 38-397

Supply chain 102-9 28-29

Significant changes in the organisation 102-10 4

Membership of associations 102-13 back cover

Corporate strategy

CEO Statement 102-14 4

Key impacts, risks and opportunities 102-15 4, 16-17, 20-23

Ethics and integrity

Values and principles 102-16 20-22

Governance

Governance structure of the organisation 102-18 14

Stakeholder involvement

Stakeholder mapping 102-40 22

Collective Bargaining Agreements 102-41 38

Report profile

Companies included in the consolidated
financial statements 102-45 5

Report contents 102-46 5

Material aspects 102-47 23

Reporting Period 102-50 5

Contacts to request information on the budget
and its contents 102-53 infocs@contshipitalia.com

Indication of the ‘In accordance’ option chosen 102-54 5

Table of correlation of content with GRI standards 102-55 44-45
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TABLE OF CORRELATION 
WITH GRI STANDARDS

SPECIFIC INDICATORS GRI Standard Page

Economic aspects

Economic performance 201 26

Directly generated and distributed economic value 201-1 27

Sustained investments in infrastructure and services 203-1 11

Indirect economic impacts 203-2 27-29

Procurement practices 204 28

Proportion of spending on local suppliers 204-1 29

Environmental aspects

Energy consumption  302-1 32

Water consumption 303-5 34

Direct greenhouse gas emissions  305-1 33

Indirect greenhouse gas emissions from energy consumption  305-2 33

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions 305-5 33

Waste  306-2 34

Social aspects

Employment 401 38

Benefit 401-2 39

Health and safety at work 403 40

Accidents 403-9 40

Training 404 41

Average training hours 404-1 41

Local community involvement activities 413-1 42
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CONTSHIP ITALIA S.p.A.

Sede Legale: Via I Maggio 1, 

20066 Melzo (MI) - ITALIA

contship@contshipitalia.com

www.contshipitalia.com
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